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Hydrogen-terminated diamond exhibits a p-type surface conductivity that is modulated by the adsorbrates from the ambient atmosphere. It is believed that the conductivity arises by transfer of electrons from the diamond to a redox couple in the water film adsorbed on the surface. In previous work we have studied this effect under different chemical environments and surface terminations. The conductivity increased upon exposure to acidic vapors, which lower the chemical potential of electrons in the water film, and decreased when exposed to basic vapors, which increase the chemical potential of electrons. The effect disappeared with fluorine-terminated diamond and oxidized diamond. Organic liquids that wet the hydrophobic diamond surface displace the water film and quench the surface conductivity.

In this study both ohmic and Schottky contacts on hydrogen-terminated diamond were studied at different pH. The changes occurring using Au/Ti ohmic contacts were far less than observed for Al Schottky contacts (Fig. 1). The barrier height calculated from the I-V data for the Schottky contacts increased with increase in pH, although these changes were significantly less than predicted by the Nernst equation. See Fig. 2.

Transient measurements were performed in order to study the effect of temperature and humidity. The baseline current was first recorded at room temperature; a step change in temperature was then imposed. The conductance first increased, reached a maximum, and then decreased to a steady state value, which was lower than the baseline current (see Fig. 3). The increase in conductance immediately after the temperature change is attributed to thermal excitation of electrons to form holes. The subsequent decrease arises from decreased solubility of oxygen and desorption of water from the surface, which decrease the number of available acceptors. Figures 4 and 5 show the steady-state current and the peak current as a function of temperature under different humidity conditions.

The results support the electrochemical transfer doping model proposed by Maier et al.
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Figure 1. Conductivity change with pH for different contacts.

Figure 2. Schottky barrier height as a function of pH for a) polycrystalline diamond; b) single crystal (111) diamond; c) barrier height change predicted by the Nernst equation.

Figure 3. Transient response for imposition of step increase in temperature of 67K for single crystal (111) diamond.

Figure 4. Steady state current as a function of temperature under different humidity conditions for (111) single crystal diamond.

Figure 5. Peak current as a function of temperature under different humidity conditions for single crystal (111) diamond.